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ABSTRACT

An algorithm has been developed and implemented
which matches a single three dimensional view (as derived
from a range sensor) of a polyhedron to a set of three
dirnensi?nal ~od~ls. Matching is ~ccomplished by applying
relaxatlon lacellng to match faces 1n the view to faces
(subgraphs) in the models. A means-squared-error goodness
of fit measure is used to choose the best matching model.
Symmetric models are shown to cause improper convergence of
the relaxation, and a technique is presented to resolve this
problem.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the identification of even sim-

pIe objects is not easy if the object is allowed to

present an arbitrary view in 3-dimensional space. One

approach to the recognition task is to take a representa

tion of the object with respect to any arbitrary viewing

angle and match it against a 3-dirnensional model. The

major difficulty inherent in this approach is the ambi

guity of identifying a partial 3-dimensional shape (i.e.,

a single view of the object) as part of a larger 3

dimensional model. This ambiguity occurs even if the true

3-dimensional data is available (as in the case of range

imagery) rather than just a projection (as in the case of

luminance imagery).
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For example, consider a simple polyhedron. 8y defin-

ition we know that a cube is a convex object composed of

six identical square faces placed a~ ~ight angles to each

other. The problem is that no single view of a cube can

satisfy chis definition. At best we can guarantee an

observation of three identical sides at ~ight angles to

each other. Our vision system is thus presented with the

task of matching this three-sided implication of a cube to

a six-sided polyhedral model of a cube, while at the same

time disqualifying matches ~ith .all other polyhedral

models.

This paper focuses on the identification of planar

faced polyhedra. The flat faces of the objects are used

as orimitives. A stochastic relaxation ocerator is. -
applied to these primitives to determine a consistent

labeling for each observed object in relation to a library

of polyhedral models. The match reflecti~g the least

geometrical e~ror is used to describe the object and its

orientationo

An additional complication occurs ~hen :he three

dimensional models possess s~metry. In this case, the

relaxation may not converge to a useful result. This

problem is dealt with in section 5.
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2.0 RELAXATION LABELING.

Consistent labeling by relaxation has been explored

by [4,7,8] and many others. Ballard and Brown [1]

define the basic components behind any consistent labeling

scheme to be as follows:

1. A set of objects or tokens to be labeled.

2. A finite set of relations between these tokens.

3 •.A fini te set of labels or meanings which can be
assigned to the tokens.

4. A set of constraints, which define which labels
may be assigned to a token and what permutations
of labels are allowed within the relational struc
ture.

Given these components, a consistent labeling algorithm

must assign labels to each token without violating any

constraints.

For this project, we would like to consistently label

the faces of an unknown view of a polyhedron with respect

to each 3-dimensional model in our data base. "Con-

sistent" here refers to the best geometric interpretation

which is not in violation of the arrangement of the faces

in the unknown view. For example, suppose the unknown

v i ev describes three faces of a cube and the model under

consideration is a 'fledge (figures la and lb) . We note

that each face in the object to be described shares an

edge with the two other faces in view. Consequently, a
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Figure 10. Perspective view of a cube.

5~

Figure lb. Complete 3-D model of a wedge,
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consistent labeling with respect to the wedge must display

the same connection characteristics. One such labeling

could be

Z -> 1

X -> 2

y -> 4

where "A -> A" stands for "observed face A labeled as

model face A". Initial weighting functions based on area

comparisons are used to ensure that the consistent label

ing arrived at for each model is the best possible expla

nation for the unknown view.

2.1 STRUCTURE OF RELAXATION FOR MODEL MATCHING.

We will now explore define labeling as used in this

application. Let A = {al,a2, ... ,aN} be the set of faces

obtained from a single view of a simple polyhedron. Let M

= {ml,m2, ... ,mz} represent a library of 3-dimensional

models and le~ Aj = {Ajl,Aj2, •.. ,AjM} be the set of faces

contained in model mj. For each model mj we must find the

most geometrically compatible one-to-one mapping f: A ~ Aj

such that for every element az ! A there exists unique

element Ajy £ Aj such that f{a z} = Ajy.
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In a stochastic relaxation process, ~eights a~e

assigned to each possible labeling a ~ A to reflect bias
i

for matching face a. with model face A.
1

Denote this

weight by Pi(A) and require Pi(A) to adhere to the follow

ing properties for all i and A:

O!i p.(,\) !i 1
l

A consistency measure must also be defined. Follow-

ing the notat ion of Rosenfeld, [a] denote r .. (i\, A' ) to be
1J

a function which reflects the compatibility of the label-

ing a. -> A ~ith the labeling a. -> A'.
1 J

Rosenfeld [8] suggests the following definition of

the compatibility coefficients :"ij(A,A·). Allow :"ij(A,A')

to take on both positive and negative values in a range

(-l,lJ. If two labeling events are highly compatible,

require rij(A,A') to take on a value close to 1. If the

t'IiO events are highly incompat ible then r i j (A ,A' ) should

have value close to -1. If the two events are essentially

independent then rij(A,A') = O.

Hence, define
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r .. (A,A'
1)

8

( 3 )

Apply this weighting function q in an iterative manner

create the nonlinear relaxation operator

and add a normalization factor to give:

to

( 4 )

( 5 )

2.2 INITIAL ASSIGNMENT OF WEIGHTS.

Compatibility Weights.

The compatibility criterion for this project is based

upon connection characteristics of labelings. There are

four possible combinations of face connectedness to be

considered in determining the compatibility of labelings i

-> A and j -> A' :

1. A and A' share no common edge in the model and
i and j share no common edge in the perspective
view. ·See Figure 2a. In this case the matching of
i to A and the matching of j to A' are essentially
independent. Thus r .. (AA ') = O.

1)

2. A and A' share a common edge in the model, but
i and j do not share an edge in the perspective
view. See Figure 2b. In this case, these two
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"
a. No cammon edge in model.

No common edge in view.

I

~

b. Cammon edge in model.
No cammon edge in view.

i

i

___ 9

j

j

i j

c. No common edge in model.
Common edge in view.

at"l9 ( ).,..1 .)
I

I

;\
i j

d. Cammon edge In model.
~ammon edge in view.

Figure ~ Possible combinations of 2-face connectedness.
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matchings are considered to be totally incompati
ble, giving r .. (AA') = -1.

1J

3. Likewise, as shown in Figure 2c, if A and A'
have no common edge in the model while i and j
possess a common edge in the perspective Vlew, a
match is considered totally incompatible, once
ag a i n 9 i vi ng r .. (A A' ) = -1.

1J
4. Now suppose that both A and A', and i and j
share common edges in the respective objects.
Then a matching of A to i and a matching of At to
j is certainly potentially compatible, but proper
ties of these two connections must be compared to
determine the degree of compatibility. See Figure
2d. Thus we choose

r , · (AA' )1)
1

_ lang ( A , A' ) - ang ( i , j ) I
= - 180 - - ( 6 )

where ang(x,y) represents the interior angle at
which face x and face y intersect. Thus, r .. (A,\' )
represents a compatibility measure for thes~ two
face intersections, with the normalizing operation
(all angles are restricted to be in the interval
[0,180] ) ensuring that a ~ r .. ~ 1.

1)

To provide completeness of this labeling definition,

several special cases are handled as follows:

r .. (A,A) = 1
11

( 7 )

r .. (A,A) = -1
1J

for i ~j

r .. (A,A'
11

= -1 for ~ 1CA'

for a 11 A I A' Ii, and j.
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Labeling Weights.

a
The initial suppositional values Pi(~) are chosen to

reflect geometric matchability. These values are computed

as follows:

= average[area ratio, perim ratio]

giving us

'*a < 9 i (A) ~ 1 for A, i.

Normalizing,

'*
Pi (A )

*
1: Pi (A )
A

ensures that

Weighting Coefficients.

(Property 1)

(8 )

(?roperty 2)

The cij's in equation (3) are intended to be ~eight

ing coefficients wh i ch satisfy 1: c .. = 1. The function of
· lJJ

Cij in this equation is to reflect the influence ~hich
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observed face j exe~ts upon observed face i, hence affect

ing the labeling of face i. [8] Because of the compact

nature of polyhedral objects, we found that the observed

objects offered little evidence with which to weight pair

wise influences amongst faces. Therefore, guaranteeing a

sum to unity, we let

c .. =
1J

1 =
# of faces in object

1
TNT

Equation (3) can now be reduced to

= INil 1:1: r .. (.~ , A' ) P ~ k ) (A )
jA' 1J J

(10)

2.3 CONVERGENCE REQUIREMENTS

We wish to interpret an incomplete perspective view

of a polyhedral object as an instance of a complete model.

Thus, we will require a unique model face interpretation

for each object face being identified.

Note that for each face i of the observed figure, we

have a probability vector

adhering to properties 1 and 2. Hence, for the entire

observed object with faces i = 1, 2, ... , N we have a
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mat~ix of the form

Convergence of the relaxation operator given in equa

tions 4 and 5 is defined as follows:

for each i

Pi{A) = 1 for one and only one A

Pi(A') = a for all A' ;c A

and

Accuracy to the second decimal place is ~equired for

convergence. That is, all p.(A) are required to settle
1

within a neighborhood of .01 with respec~ to either 1 O~

o•

At present there exists no proof of convergence for

the nonlinear relaxation operator used in this applica

tion. However, repeated applications [4,8] have shown

that it exhibits satisfactory convergence-like behavior.
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3. ERROR ESTIMATION.

After applying the above relaxation scheme for each

model, we have a unique consistent labeling of the

observed object with respect to each model. Now we must

decide which matching gives us the most correct descrip-

tion of our perspective view. To do this we will deter-

mine which interpretation gives us the least geometrical

error.

The mean square error with respect to matched areas

is calculated as follows:

for each match m

e r r o r Irn) =
1: [area(i) - area(l\)]2

# of faces in perspective view
(11)

We then choose model *m , such that

error(rn*) = min[error(m)],
In

as the best model description of the observed object.

4. THE MODEL MATCHING ALGORITHM.

(12)

Given the prior information, our polyhedral identifi

cation scheme takes on the following form:
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1. Input perspective view. (This view has been seg
mented already and converted into a graph structure
whose nodes are polygons)

2. For each object in the scene

3. For each model in the library

3b. Calculate error for this labeling.

4. Choose labeling with smallest error as best
description of this object.

5.0 EFFECTS OF SYMMETRY

Symmetry is a common occurrence in real world scenes.

This is especially true for scenes containing man-made

objects, and is typical in industrial environments. In

this section, we will discuss the "deadlock" effect which

symmetric models have on the identification operator out-

lined in section 4. A perturbation approach to offsetting

this deadlock will be presented.

5.1 THE DEADLOCK EFFECT.

The model symmetry addressed is that of opposing

identical faces. This type of symmetry is exemplified in

triangular faces 1 and 2 of Figure 3a. These faces are

geometrically equivalent, and in addition, each t~iangular

face mirrors the other's connection information exactly.

Faces 1 and 2 of Figures 3b and 3c give further examples
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of identical opposites.

DEFINITION 5.1:

Let function con(x,y) map the ordered pair (x,y),

~epresenting faces x and y, into the o~dered pair

(d,p) where

d = length of edge between x and y

\
~ = angle between x and y.

Let con(x,y) = (0,0) imply that face x and face y

have no common edge.

DEFINITION 5.2:

Two model faces x and yare said to be opposite sym

metric iff

(1) area(x) = area(y)

(2) perim(x) = perirn(y)

(3) con(x,A') = con(y,A' )for all model faces A.' ~ x , y

As described in section 2.3, the matching scheme

requires a unique interpretation for each face of the

object being identified. In other words, for each vector

Pi(A) = (Pi(l), Pi(2), .•. , Pi(M)}

relaxation operator requires that:

convergence of the
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Figure 3 Models with opposite symmetric faces.
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Pi(A) = 1 for one and only one A

and

p.(,.\I) = 0 for all AI ;e A
1

THEOREM 1:

If a model contains opposite symmetric faces A = 1

and A = 2, then the relaxation operator cannot con-

verge to a unique labeling of Pi(l) = 1 or Pi(2) = 1.

To prove this, we first use

L&"1MA 1:

If ,.\ = 1 and A = 2 are opposite symmetric faces of

model A then p~k)(l) =
1

PROOF:

p~k)(2) for all iterations k.
1

The proof is by induction on the number of itera-

tions. Although straightforward, space does not permit

printing it here. It may be found in B. Snyder's thesis.

[9]

Theorem 1 follows immediately; if a model contains at

least one pair of opposite symmetric faces 1 and 2, the

= 1. Instead the operator will converge to

1
( k ) ( )- L Pi A

p~k) (1) = p~k) (2) = A;tl , 2
1 1 2

relaxation operator cannot converge to a solution

with either

p~k)(2)

face 1 or 2; i . e. ,

unique

if pi k ) (1) = 1 then
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Note that in some cases p~k)(l) = p~k)(2) will
1 1

approach 0, leaving the possibility for a unique solution

of A' ~ 1,2. However, suppose face i should be geometri-

cally matched to both model face 1 and model face 2 as in

~igure 3. Then the operator converges to

pl k)
(1) = p~k) (2) = 0.5

with
( k )

0 for all 1, 2 •Pi (A') = 1\' ~

We call this situation a "deadlock", for as seen in the

proof above, no number of further iterations can break

this tie.

Even worse, consider the situation given in Figur~ 4.

In this situation we have a 4-way symmetry~ The ~elaxa

tion operator ~ill deadlock at

= p~k) (3) =
1

and

0.25

= 0 for A' ;!: 1, 2, 3, ~.

COROLLARY 1:

If at any iteration k

p~k) (A' )
1

then



i

Figure

I 2
I

J.-.--------
// 1

4- Observed face i deadlocks with model
faces l~ 2J 3 and 4.
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for- all t.

PROOF:

See induction step 2 in proof for lemma 1.

Clearly, symmetry is not a necessary condition for

deadlock. We see from corollary 1 thac even if nor~aliza-

tion and/or ~oundoif effects should cause the apparent

equality pi k ) (x ) = pi k ) (A' ) at !.!!y t t erat i on k, a deadlock

is entered for all remaining iterations.

5.2 AVOIDING A DEADLOCK.

We have demonstrated that once our present iden~ifi-

cation algorithm enters a deadlock, it can not recove~.

The~e are two approaches available for solving this prob-

lem:

One approach is to have the algorithm recognize the

occurrence of a deadlock, and in some manner break the

tie. This is not an adequate solution. The check for the

deadlock is a time consuming operation (an O(M!) search),

and would have to be repeated for each iteration.

A second approach is to never allow the 9rooability
(k) (k) (k) (k)

vector Pi (A) = [Pi (1), Pi (2), ..• , Pi (M)} to

attain a deadlock. This is the approach which we have

~aken. We avoid the deadlocking of our operator by disal-

lowing
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at any iteration k, except when

P ~ k ) ( A } = (k)( ) 0
1 Pi A' = ·

To achieve this, we will modify the relaxation opera

tor given in equation 5 to be of the form

'Ilhere r is a random number from the interval

[.999000,.999999].

In short, we have introduced a small random perturba

tion to vector p~k)(A) for each iteration k. Now if
1

equivalent initial supposition values, vector normaliza-

tion, or computational roundoff should cause vector

p~k){A) to collapse into a deadlock, multiplication by r
1

ensures that the tie will be broken before the vector is

submitted to the next iteration.

Hummel and Zucker [6] show that if A is a consistent

solution for face i, then there exists a neighborhood ~

about 1, such that if Pi{A) enters that neighborhood, the

operator will converge to Pi(A) = 1. Thus, if

Pi (A ) = Pi (A' ) are deadlocked solutions within the proba-

bility vector, multiplication by r should result in
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p. (A )
1

zero, consequently pushing p. (~ )
1

toward its requi:-ed

neighborhood t;.

1:: pi k
) L).) = 1

,\

is now only approximately adhered to. This is not an

accumulating error however, since the probability vector

is normalized at each iteration. Thus, by keeping the

perturbation small, this error is negligible.

A similar type of deadlock phenomenon occurs in con-

strained optimization applications. For example, in the

Simplex method of linear maximization, [2,3,5] if the

matrix of constraints is not of full rank, the optimiza-

tion operator Hill become locked in an infinite cycle,

oscilating bet~een the non-unique solutions. Charnes [3]

introduces a rule equivalent to a small perturbation of

the variables to offset this degene~acy. Fletcher [5]

outlines a simi:ar method.

6. SUMMARY

n this pape~, we have defined an algorithm for match-

ing views of three dimensional objects to models of those

objects. The input to the algorithm is a graph structure

in which nodes represent faces and arcs represent edges.

That graph structure results from a segmentation process
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which is not described in this paper. [10] Also not dis

cussed in this paper are the heuristic rules employed to

account for matching of occluded faces.

It was shown that if at any iteration in the relaxa

tion labeling process two or more supposition values

(within a single vector) become equivalent, they will

remain equivalent throughout all remaining iterations. In

many cases, this phenomenon causes an operator deadlock,

prohibiting unique convergence. Models of symmetric com

position are a major cause of the deadlock effect.

Deadlock can be avoided by applying a small random pertur-
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